
Zoomanji Teacher Notes

The ‘Zoomanji Lesson Resource Pack’ includes 16 lesson plans/resources which are suitable for P6 and P7 

classes; these could be adapted for use in P5 classes. !
Many lessons provide opportunities for cross-curricular learning, while others are more specific to one 

curricular area. Some lessons also incorporate ‘Using ICT’ as a cross-curricular skill. Areas of the 

curriculum included in the lesson pack: 

• Language and Literacy 

• Mathematics and Numeracy 

• The Arts: Art and Design, Music, Drama 

• The World Around Us: Science and Technology 

• Personal Development and Mutual Understanding 

• Physical Education !
Thinking Skills and Personal Capabilities (TSPCs) are important themes in the short film, relating to the 

characters’ experiences, learning and development. TSPCs are also integrated into the lesson pack, 

including: 

• Thinking, Problem-Solving and Decision-Making 

• Self Management 

• Working With Others 

• Managing Information 

• Being Creative !
‘Zoomanji’ lessons are numbered 1 – 16 but can be taught in any order, and may be adapted to suit the 

needs of your pupils. Lessons are based around individual characters, groups of characters, and important 

themes from the short film. These can be taught after watching sections of the film, or after watching 

the film in its entirety. Whatever works best for your class! !
Each lesson includes the following: 

• a lesson plan 

• lesson resources - printable and digital 

• 2 character audio files - for introduction and plenary 

• printable transcripts of the audio files - you may wish to read these aloud instead of listening to the 

audio files, or encourage pupils to read along while listening to the audios. !
We hope that you and your class enjoy Zoomanji!
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